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3.2 Information provision supported by Citizens Advice 2.0 
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/-<H'2<2$02*9"A-" 032")2$2.%'" ($G-.<%0(-$" (," .2*4/2*" 0-" 032",H2/(G(/"$22*"%$*" 032"
$2/2,,%.I" ($G-.<%0(-$" %)).2)%02*" H2." 0-H(/9" 70" 032" 2$*" -G" 032" /-4$,2''($)" 032"
($G-.<%0(-$".2,4'0($)"-40"-G" (0"/%$"&2"H.($02*"%$*"3%$*2*"0-"032"K-<2$"-.",2$0"0-"
032<"+(%"2<%('9" A-" 032"K-<2$"3%+2" 032" /-<H'202" ($G-.<%0(-$"%0"3%$*?"K3(/3"K%,"
G-4$*"%$*"*(,/4,,2*"03.-4)3-40"032"/-4$,2''($)9"j-",2H%.%02"0(<2"/-$,4<($)"$-02,"










aE$4F!F3!<#$1<#)2/0#" 2%#! /.54$F&2/4.!9/0#.! /1! )4F<=#2#b"K%," .%02*"+2.I"H-,(0(+2'I9"
7*+(,2.,".%02*"(0"-$"%$"%+2.%)2"-G"W9WY"%$*"%",0%$*%.*"*2+(%0(-$"-G":98W"'(00'2"'-K2."
03%$"032"K-<2$"K3-".%02*"(0"-$"%$"%+2.%)2"-G"X9W\"%$*"%",0%$*%.*"*2+(%0(-$"-G"!9BE9""
O'2L(&('(0I" -G" 032" ($G-.<%0(-$" H.2,2$02*" K%," 032" /2$0.%'" %,H2/0" -G" 032" ,2/-$*"
.2[4(.2<2$09"S32"H-,,(&('(0I"-G" ,%+($)"%''" 032" ($G-.<%0(-$"*(,/4,,2*"-$" 032"H-,0T(0"
$-02" %$*" 0-" 3%$*" (0" 0-" 032" K-<%$" %0" 032" 2$*" -G" 032" %*+(,-.I" H.-/2,," ,3-4'*"
)4%.%$022" 03(,9" R0"K%,"4,2*"-$"&.-%*"2L02$*"*4.($)" 032"-&,2.+2*"/-4$,2''($)9"S32"
%*+(,-.,"%'K%I,"%,>2*"(G"032"K-<%$"K%$02*"0-">22H"032"($G-.<%0(-$"%$*"(G",-?",%+2*"
(0" -$" 032"H-,0T(0" $-029" R$" ,-<2"/%,2," 032I" 0IH2*" ($" G4.032." ($G-.<%0(-$?"K3(/3"3%*"
&22$"*(,/4,,2*"%$*"$-0",3-K$"-$"032",/.22$",4/3"%,",H2/(G(/"*%02,"K3(/3",3-4'*"&2"
<209"R$G-.<%0(-$"K3(/3"(,"2LH'%($2*"%$*"0%('-.2*"0-"032",H2/(G(/",(04%0(-$"-G"%"/(0(12$"
%',-" 2$3%$/2," /-<H.232$,(+2$2,,9" S32" ,0%02<2$0" GE$4F! F3! <#$1<#)2/0#! 2%#!
/.54$F&2/4.!9/0#.! /1! )4F<$#%#.1/+=#H! 54)711#'!4.! 2%#! 2%/$'!$#I7/$#F#.2! JKLMN! O2!K%,"
.%02*"-$"%$"%+2.%)2"-G"B9!W"%$*"%",0%$*%.*"*2+(%0(-$"-G":9W!"&I"032"%*+(,-.,"%$*"-$"
%$"%+2.%)2"-G"B98"%$*"%",0%$*%.*"*2+(%0(-$"-G"!9:E"&I"032"K-<2$9"S32"G%/0"-G"3%+($)"
%''" *(<2$,(-$," /-<&($2*" -$" %" H-,0T(0" $-02" (<H.-+2," 0.%$,H%.2$/I" %$*" 032.2G-.2"
/-<H.232$,(+2$2,,9" R0"K%," %',-"3()3'I"K2'/-<2*9"S32"[42,0(-$" bS32"H-,0T(0" $-02,"
%.2"+2.I"4,2G4'b"K%,".%02*"+2.I"3()3'I"&I" 032"K-<2$"-$"%$"%+2.%)2"-G"B9\Y"%$*"%"
,0%$*%.*"*2+(%0(-$"-G":9!8"%$*"&I"032"%*+(,-.,"-$"%$"%+2.%)2"-G"B9WY"%$*"%",0%$*%.*"
*2+(%0(-$"-G":989"S32" .2[4(.2<2$0"`W"K3(/3" G-/4,2,"-$" ($*(+(*4%'(12*" ($G-.<%0(-$"






Q--*" /-4$,2''($)" ,2,,(-$," 3%+2" %" ,0.4/04.2" -G" *(GG2.2$0" H3%,2," @o4:dC9" S32" G(.,0"
H3%,2"%G02.").220($)"%$*"K2'/-<($)"%"H2.,-$"G-/4,2,"-$"032",3%.2*"4$*2.,0%$*($)"
-G" 032",(04%0(-$"%$*" 032"%,,-/(%02*".2[42,0,"%$*"/-$/2.$,9"O($*($)",-'40(-$," (," 032"
$2L0" H3%,2" K3(/3" (," /3%.%/02.(,2*" &I" 032" %'02.$%0(-$" -G" ($G-.<%0(-$" ,22>($)" %$*"
($G-.<%0(-$" %)).2)%0(-$" @AA!:/C9" S32" %*Z-4.$<2$0" -G" 032" /-$+2.,%0(-$" (," 032" '%,0"
H3%,29"RG"032.2"(,"$-",0%$*%.*(12*"H.-/2,,?"/(0(12$,?"%,"K2''"%,"%*+(,-.,?"02$*"0-"Z4<H"
G.-<"-$2"0-H(/"0-"032"$2L0"G-''-K($)"032(."-K$"0.%($"-G"03-4)309"S32I"Z4<H"&%/>"%$*"
G-.03" G.-<" 4$*2.,0%$*($)" 032" ,(04%0(-$" 0-" ($G-.<%0(-$" %)).2)%0(-$" %$*N-." 0-"
($G-.<%0(-$",22>($)9"A-"032I"G-.)20"%,H2/0,"032I"K%$02*"0-"%,>"%&-40"-."K%$02*"0-"
2LH'%($" =@^%:BC?" @^2E!" A9" BWGG9CF9" V2($)" %&'2" 0-" /.2%02" %" /-$+2.,%0(-$" ,0.4/04.2" &I"
)(+2$" ,0.4/04.($)" 0--',N2'2<2$0," (<H.-+2," 032" %*+(,-.I" H.-/2,," @A/EXC" %$*" (G"
,4HH-.02*"&I"G%/('(0%0(-$"<203-*,"@A2EXC"0-")%032.?"/'4,02.?"H.(-.(0(12"%$*"0-"%$,K2."
%''" 032" $2/2,,%.I" [42,0(-$,?" 032" %*+(,-.I" H.-/2,," (<H.-+2," 032" 2L/3%$)2" -G"
($G-.<%0(-$" %," K2''" %," /-<H.232$,(-$" %$*" (," 0-" 032" ,%0(,G%/0(-$" -G" 032" H2.,-$,"
($+-'+2*9"
4.1 Problems of traditional advisory processes 
oI,02.I" ,3-HH($)" ,3-K2*?"&2,(*2"-032."H.-&'2<,?" ,4/3"%," %" '%/>"-G" .2,H-$,(&('(0I"
.2/-)$(12*"%0"032"%)2$0,?"%"'%/>"-G"%*+(,-.I",I$/3.-$(1%0(-$"%$*"032"G.%)<2$0%0(-$"



















S3(," ,3-K," 03%0" 032" /-<H'2L(0I" -G" 032" ($G-.<%0(-$" $22*2*" K%," $-0" <%,02.2*" &I"
%*+(,-.,"-."/(0(12$,9"S32.2G-.2"032",-'40(-$,")(+2$"+%.(2*"(<<2$,2'I"*2H2$*($)"-$"
032" >$-K'2*)2" -G" 032" %*+(,-.," %$*" 032" %&('(0I" -G" %*+(,-.,?" %," K2''" %," /(0(12$,?" 0-"





=!F S32" RST,I,02<" ,3-4'*" %''-K" 032" ,0.4/04.($)" -G" 032" %*+(,-.I" H.-/2,,?" &40"
,3-4'*"$-0"'(<(0"G'2L(&('(0I"-G"032"$%04.%'"/-$+2.,%0(-$9"=7!F"
=8F A4HH-.0"G-."%*+(,-.,"%$*"/(0(12$,"($"%''"H3%,2,"%$*"%/0(+(0(2,"-G"032"%*+(,-.I"
H.-/2,," (," $22*2*?" 29)9" %$" 4$*2.,0%$*($)" -G" 032" ,(04%0(-$?" 4,($)" 032"
($G-.<%0(-$"H.-+(*2*"*4.($)"($G-.<%0(-$",22>($)"%$*"%)).2)%0(-$"%,"K2''"%,"
($G-.<%0(-$"*-/4<2$0%0(-$9"=78F"
=YF M-,,(&('(0I" -G" G($*($)" ,3%.2*" ,-'40(-$," (," $22*2*" 0-" (<H.-+2"
/-<H.232$,(+2$2,,"-G"($G-.<%0(-$"H.-+(*2*"G-."/(0(12$,"*4.($)"%$*"%G02."032"
%*+(,-.I"H.-/2,,9"=7YF"
=WF M2.,-$%'(,2*" ($G-.<%0(-$" G-4$*" %$*" %)).2)%02*" ,3-4'*" &2" %+%('%&'2" 0-" 032"
K-<2$"&I"032"2$*"-G"032"/-4$,2''($)9"=7WF"










-$" *()(0%'" H-,0T(0" $-02,9" S%'>($)" %&-40" 3-K" 0-"K.(02" 032" [42,0(-$" *-K$" -GG2.," 032"
H-,,(&('(0I"-G"/.2%0($)"%",3%.2*"4$*2.,0%$*($)9"V2G-.2",0%.0($)"032"H.-/2,,"-G"G($*($)"
,-'40(-$,?" 032I" /%$" /'4,02." %$*" H.(-.(0(12" 032" [42,0(-$," $-02*" *-K$" 0-"<%>2" ,4.2"
03%0" 032" <-,0" (<H-.0%$0" [42,0(-$," %.2" %$,K2.2*" K(03" ($" 032" )(+2$" 0(<2" G-."
/-4$,2''($)9" S32$" 032I" /%$" K-.>" ,I,02<%0(/%''I" 03.-4)3" 032<" &I" ,22>($)"
($G-.<%0(-$" %$*" ,%+($)" (0" -$" 032" ,H2/(G(/" H-,0T(0" $-02" %//-.*($)" 0-" 032" G-4."
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E"
7$" 4$*2.,0%$*($)" -G" 032" ($G-.<%0(-$" )(+2$" (," (<H.-+2*" &2/%4,2" 032" %*+(,-." /%$"






032" %*+(,-.," ,0.4/04.2*" 032" H.-/2,," ($" 0K-"K%I,J" ,-<2" )%032.2*" 0-)2032." %''" 032"
[42,0(-$,"%0"032"&2)($$($)"%$*"032$",0%.02*"0-"G($*"032",-'40(-$,p",-<2",0%.02*"K(03"
032" G(.,0" [42,0(-$" %$*" K-.>2*" -$" G($*($)" 032" ,-'40(-$" G-." 03(," -$2" &2G-.2" $-0($)"
*-K$"032"$2L0"[42,0(-$9"A-"032",I,02<"*-2,$P0"G-./2"%$"($*(+(*4%'"0-"/3%$)2"3(,N32."
H.2G2.2$/2"-.",0I'2"-G"/-4$,2''($)"&40",4HH-.0,"&-03"K%I,9"j%04.%'"/-$+2.,%0(-$"K%,"
$-0" '(<(02*" ($" %$I" K%I" =7!F9" S32" ,0%02<2$0" mV2($)" %&'2" 0-" /3--,2" 032" K%I" 0-"
*(,H'%IN,%+2"*20%(',"-$"032"H-,0T(0"$-02,?"<2%$,"032I"/%$"($02..4H0"032(."K-.>"%0"%$I"
H-($0" %$*" '%02." /-$0($42" G.-<" 03%0" ,%<2" H-($0" K(03-40" ,4GG2.($)" %$I" '-,,2,b" K%,"
032.2G-.2".%02*"&I"032"%*+(,-.,"-$"%$"%+2.%)2"-G"B9WY"%$*"%",0%$*%.*"*2+(%0(-$"-G"!9!"
%,"K2''"%,"&I"032"K-<2$"-$"%$"%+2.%)2"-G"B9W"%$*"%",0%$*%.*"*2+(%0(-$"-G":9BW9"S32"
H-,,(&('(0I" -G" Z4<H($)" " &20K22$" ,/.22$," %$*" 032.2G-.2" *(<2$,(-$," =0(<2?" H'%/2?"
%/0(-$?" K2&" '($>," %$*" H-,0T(0" $-02," ,4<<%.IF" K%," .%02*" &I" 032" K-<2$" -$" %$"
%+2.%)2"-G"B?YY"%$*"%",0%$*%.*"*2+(%0(-$"-G":?\"%$*" 032"%*+(,-.,"-$"%$"%+2.%)2"-G"
X9\!" %$*" %" ,0%$*%.*" *2+(%0(-$" -G" :?89" S32" H.-0-0IH2" ,4HH-.0," /-T-H2.%0(-$"
03.-4)3-40"032"%*+(,-.I"H.-/2,,9" "S3(,"H-,,(&('(0I"-$"-GG2."K%,"3()3'I".%02*"&I"032"
/(0(12$,"-$"%$"%+2.%)2"-G"B"%$*"%",0%$*%.*"*2+(%0(-$"-G":9EY"%$*"3()3'I"K2'/-<2*"&I"
032" %*+(,-.," -$" %$" %+2.%)2" -G" B9WY" %$*" %" ,0%$*%.*" *2+(%0(-$" -G" :9XY9" =78F9" S32"
,0%02<2$0"GO!*47='!=/:#!24!<$/.2!2%#!<412P/2!.42#1!4$!24!1#.'!2%#F!24!F3!#F&/=!&''$#11H"
K%,"3()3'I".%02*"&I"032"K-<2$"-$"%$"%+2.%)2"-G"B9\Y"%$*"%",0%$*%.*"*2+(%0(-$"-G"
:9YY9" ;2" -&,2.+2*" 03%0" 032" ,I,02<" K%," 4,2*" ($" %''" H3%,2," %$*" (0" ,4HH-.02*" 032"
%/0(+(0(2," ($" 032" H3%,2,9" #+2$" 032" ,0%02<2$0" aqR"K-4'*" %',-" '-->" %0" 032<"%0" 3-<2"
%G02."032"/-4$,2''($)"%$*"K-.>"-$"032<9b"3()3'I".%02*"&I"032"K-<2$"-$"%$"%+2.%)2"
-G"B9\Y"%$*"%",0%$*%.*"*2+(%0(-$"-G":988"%$*",3-K," 032(."K(,3" 0-"K-.>"-$" G4.032."




j2K" M4&'(/" o%$%)2<2$0" =jMoF" ,4HH-.02*" 032" H2./2H0(-$" -G" /(0(12$," &2($)"
/4,0-<2.,"@V_EXC"K3(/3"%'.2%*I".2,4'02*"($"<%Z-."/3%$)2,"29)9"'-$)"-H2$($)"3-4.,?"
/2$0.%'(12*" /(0(12$,P" -GG(/2," %$*" 032"<-,0" (<H-.0%$0" /3%$)2" &2($)" 032" K%I" H4&'(/"
2<H'-I22," G%/2" /(0(12$,9" S3(," $2K" 4$*2.,0%$*($)" &.-4)30" G-.K%.*" 032" (*2%" -G"
/--H2.%0(-$" &20K22$" %*+(,-.," %$*" /(0(12$," ($" /-4$,2''($)" H.-/2,,2," @^c:EC9" V-03"
H%.0(2," ,3-4'*" &2" %&'2" 0-" /--H2.%029" S32" G(.,0" /-$/2H0" -G" /-T-H2.%0(+2" /-4$,2''($)"
%$*" (0," ($32.2$0" .2[4(.2<2$0," K%," *2+2'-H2*" &I" j-+%>" 20" %'9" @8::dC" G-." 0.%+2'"
%)2$/(2,9" ^2" $-02*" 03%0" ,H2/(G(/" .2[4(.2<2$0," 3%+2" 0-" &2" <20" &I" *2,()$($)" %" /-T
-H2.%0(+2" RST,I,02<" 29)9" ,4HH-.0($)" 0.4,0" *2+2'-H<2$0?" ,4HH-.0($)" 032" ,-'+($)" -G"








5.1 Problems of traditional interaction in the service centre 
;(03" .2)%.*" 0-" 032" /-$+2.,%0(-$?" 032" ,2.+(/2" /2$0.2,"<%*2" %" $2)%0(+2" (<H.2,,(-$9"
S32"<I,02.I",3-HH2.,"3%*"0-"/-H2"K(03"H.-G2,,(-$%''I"($/-<H202$0?"<4.<4.($)"-."
<-$-'-)(,($)"2<H'-I22,9"7**(0(-$%''I"/-<<4$(/%0(-$"K%,"<-.2"-." '2,,"%"-$2TK%I"
/-<<4$(/%0(-$"2(032."-G" 032" /(0(12$"%0" 032"&2)($$($)"&I" .2'%0($)" 032(." ,(04%0(-$"-."
032"%*+(,-."&I"2LH'%($($)"'2)%'"%,H2/0,"-.")(+($)".2/-<<2$*%0(-$,"%0"032"2$*"-G"032"
/-$+2.,%0(-$9" ^%.*'I" %$I" 2GG-.0," 3%*" &22$"<%*2" &I" 032" %)2$0," 0-" 4$*2.,0%$*" 032"
,(04%0(-$"-."($G-.<%0(-$"$22*,"-G"032"/(0(12$9"7,"%'.2%*I"<2$0(-$2*"-$'I"($"-$2"/%,2"
-40"-G"!d"K%,"032"%*+(,-."%,>2*"[42,0(-$,?"%''" 032"-032.,",0%.02*"&I"%$,K2.($)"032"
G(.,0" [42,0(-$9" A-<2" %*+(,-.," %$,K2.2*" %G02." 032" G(.,0" [42,0(-$?" $-0" K%(0($)" G-."
G4.032."*20%(',9"S32",-'40(-$"K%,"H.2,2$02*"&I"032"%*+(,-.,"K(03-40"<%>($)",4.2"(G"(0"
K%," 4$*2.,0%$*%&'2" 0-" 032" /(0(12$" -." $-09" S3(," %00(04*2" K%," 2<H3%,(12*" (G" 032"
/(0(12$,P"%*+(/2"&4.2%4"K%,"%",2.+(/2"3%''"K(03",2+2.%'"/-4$02.,"%$*"%"K%(0($)"%.2%9"
S32"<-.2"/(0(12$,"K%(0($)?"032",3-.02.",22<2*"0-"&2"032"%$,K2.9"R$"0K-"/2$0.2,"032"
<I,02.I" ,3-HH2.,"K2.2" *(,<(,,2*" [4(/>'I"K(03" $-" ,%0(,G%/0-.I" .2,4'0" %G02." Y" 0-" X"








=YF S32" H2.,-$," ($+-'+2*?" %*+(,-." %$*" /(0(12$?" ,3-4'*" &2" ,%0(,G(2*" K(03" 032"
/-<H402.T,4HH-.02*"/-4$,2''($)"H.-/2,,"%$*"(0,".2,4'0,9"=RYF"
5.2 Interaction via Citizens Advice 2.0 
S32"H.-0-0IH2"K%,"*2+2'-H2*" ($",4/3"%"K%I"%," 0-"-GG2."&-03" ($+-'+2*"H2.,-$," 032"




,-G0K%.2" G-''-K2*" 3()3" 4,%&('(0I" /-$+2$0(-$,9" S32" H-,0T(0" $-02" *2,()$" %''-K2*" %"
/'2%." %..%$)2<2$0" -G" 032" $2/2,,%.I" *%0%" .2)%.*($)" 032" G-4." *(<2$,(-$,9" #%/3"
*(<2$,(-$"K%,".2H.2,2$02*"&I"%",/.22$9"A-?"%G02."$-0($)"*-K$"%"[42,0(-$"032I"/-4'*"
,K(0/3" 0-" -$2" -G" 032" *(<2$,(-$," 0-" %**" 032" ($G-.<%0(-$" $22*2*9" #%/3" *(<2$,(-$"
,/.22$" G-''-K2*" 032" H.($/(H'2" -G" K-.>($)" G.-<" '2G0" 0-" .()30" =,22" H(/04.2" YF9" O-."
#4.-H2%$," 03(," (," 032" 2%,(2,0" K%I" 0-" K-.>9" S32.2G-.2" -$" 2%/3" ,/.22$" %''" 032"
!!"
($G-.<%0(-$"-GG2.2*"(,"H.2,2$02*"($"%"/-'4<$"-$"032"'2G09"S32.2"%.2"'($>,"G.-<"%''"032"
*(GG2.2$0" ,-4./2,"K2"3%*"K-.>2*"-409"S3(," ($G-.<%0(-$N'($>" '(,0" (," %$"-40'($2"K(03"
/%02)-.(2,?"K3(/3"/%$"&2"2L02$*2*"($"*20%('"-.".2*4/2*"0-"032(."0(0'29" RG"-$2",H2/(G(/"
'($>"(,"/3-,2$?"032"*20%('2*"($G-.<%0(-$"(,",3-K$"($"032"<(**'2"-G"032",/.22$"%$*"(G"
032" K-<%$" *2/(*2," 0-" >22H" 032" ($G-.<%0(-$?" (0" /%$" &2" ,%+2*" -$" 032" H-,0T(0" $-02?"
K3(/3" (," -$" 032" .()30" 3%$*" ,(*2" -G" 032" ,/.22$9" RG" ,-<2" %,H2/0," %.2" $-0" ($" 032" '(,0"








%*+(,-.I" H.-/2,," =R8F9" S32" [42,0(-$" aM.-&'2<," K2.2" 2GG2/0(+2'I" ,-'+2*" 0-)2032."
*4.($)" 032" /-4$,2''($)"K2" 02,02*b"K%," .%02*"&I" 032" /(0(12$,"-$"%$"%+2.%)2"-G"X9B\"
%$*" %" ,0%$*%.*" *2+(%0(-$" -G" !9BE" %$*" &I" %*+(,-.," -$" %$" %+2.%)2" -G" X9\!" %$*" %"
,0%$*%.*"*2+(%0(-$" -G" !9:B9" 7*+(,-.," %$*"K-<2$"K2.2" ,%0(,G(2*"K(03" 032" %*+(,-.I"
H.-/2,," %," K2''" %," K(03" (0," .2,4'0," =RYF9" S32" [42,0(-$" aD,($)" 032" ,/.22$" 0-)2032."










S32" ,/.22$" *2,()$"K%," .%02*" +2.I" 3()3" =R!F9" #9)9" 032" [42,0(-$" bS32" ,/.22$" %$*" (0,"
'-/%'" -GG2.," (," 3()3'I" 4,%&'2b"K%," .%02*" &I" 032"K-<2$"-$" %$" %+2.%)2" -G" B9B" %$*" %"
,0%$*%.*"*2+(%0(-$"-G":98W"%$*"&I"032"%*+(,-.,"-$"%$"%+2.%)2"-G"B9WY"%$*"%",0%$*%.*"
*2+(%0(-$"-G":98W9"D,%&('(0I"K%,".%02*"+2.I"3()3"/-$,(*2.($)" 03%0" 032"/(0(12$,"K2.2"
/-$G.-$02*" K(03" (0" G-." 032" G(.,0" 0(<2" *4.($)" 032" %*+(,-.I" H.-/2,," %$*" 032" H4&'(/"
2<H'-I22," 3%*" -$'I" 3%*" -$2" 3-4.P," 0.%($($)"K(03" $-" H-,,(&('(0I" 0-" 4,2" (0" -$" 032(."
-K$9" A(L" -40" -G" 2()30" %*+(,-.," 4,2*" 032" RST,I,02<" G-." 032" G(.,0" 0(<2" *4.($)" 032"





*2+(%0(-$" -G" :98W9" S3(," H.-+2," 03%0" /-<H402.T,4HH-.02*" /-4$,2''($)" *-2,$P0"
($02.G2.2"K(03"-."3%.<"032"%*+(,-.I"H.-/2,,"(G"032"RST,I,02<"4,2*"3%,"3()3"4,%&('(0I"
%$*"%$"($32.2$0"*2,()$"H.($/(H'2"4,2*".2H2%02*'I9"c$"032"/-$0.%.I"T"(0"-GG2.,"G4$"G-."







g-->($)" %0" 032" %*+(,-.I" H.-/2,," -G" H%.2$0," 2LH2/0($)" 032(." G(.,0" /3('*" %''" 032"
%*<($(,0.%0(+2" %403-.(0(2," %.2" ($+-'+2*" 03%0" Q2.<%$I" /%$" -GG2.J" G2*2.%'" %403-.(0I"
29)9" G-." a/3('*" &2$2G(0b" =_($*2.)2'*F" %$*" aH%.2$0," ,4HH-.0b" =#.1(234$),)2'*F?" ,0%02"
%403-.(0I" ).%$0," 29)9" a2*4/%0(-$" +-4/32.,b" =#.1(234$),)40,/32($2F?" .2)(-$%'"
)-+2.$<2$0"29)9".2,H-$,(&'2"G-."H%I($)"032"aH%.2$0,",4HH-.0b"=#.1(234$),)2'*F"%$*"
'-/%''I" 032" /(0I" 3%''" 29)9" K(03" ,H2/(%'" -GG2.," G.-<" 032" /-<<4$(0I9" 5(0(12$," &2/-<2"
/-$G4,2*" %&-40" K32.2" 0-" )-" 0-" %HH'I" G-." G($%$/(%'" ,4HH-.0" -." -032." ,4HH-.0" G-."
G%<('(2,"($")2$2.%'9""
"
5(0(12$,P" 7*+(/2" 89:" H-,,2,,2," 032" -HH-.04$(0I" 0-" -+2./-<2" 03(," G.%)<2$0%0(-$" &I"
-GG2.($)" .2%'" -$2T,0-HT)-+2.$<2$0" =@A/:E%C?" @A/:E&CF" ($" %" /(0(12$,P" ,2.+(/2" /2$0.2"
&2/%4,2"(0"H.-+(*2,"H%/>%)2*"/.-,,T-.)%$(1%0(-$%'"($G-.<%0(-$?"K3(/3"/-4'*"&2"4,2*"
&I" %$I" H4&'(/" %*+(,-." %0" %$I" '-/%0(-$9" 5(0(12$,P" 7*+(/2" 89:" /%$" &2" (<H'2<2$02*" ($"
03.22",0%)2,"-G"*2+2'-H<2$09"S32"($(0(%'",02H"($/'4*2,"($G-.<%0(-$"<%$%)2<2$0"%$*"
032" [4%'(G(/%0(-$," -G" 032" H4&'(/" %*+(,-.,9" S32" ,2/-$*" ,0%)2" G-/4,2," -$" 032" .2T
%..%$)2<2$0"-G"G.-$0"%$*"&%/>"-GG(/2"%/0(+(0(2,9"S32"03(.*",0%)2"%''-K,"032"H%/>%)($)"
-G",2.+(/2,"($"02.<,"-G",3%.2*",2.+(/2"/2$0.2,9";3('2"-4."%$%'I,(,"-G"032"G(.,0",0%)2"(,"
&%,2*" -$" ,-<2"*%0%" %$*" -&,2.+%0(-$," G.-<"-4." G(2'*" 02,0,?" 032" *(,/4,,(-$," -$" 032"
,2/-$*"%$*"032"03(.*",0%)2,"%.2"<-.2",H2/4'%0(+29""
!Y"








O.54$F&2/4.! <$40/1/4.J" 5(0(12$," 7*+(/2" 89:" H.-+(*2," ($G-.<%0(-$" G.-<" *(GG2.2$0"
,-4./2,J" !9" -GG(/(%'" ,-4./2," =H4&'(/" %403-.(0(2,F?" 89" /-<<2./(%'" ,-4./2," 29)9" <(*T




G-." 032" %*+(,-.I" ,2.+(/2" %$*" 034," ,3-4'*" &2" /%.2G4''I" <%$%)2*9" ;2" 032.2G-.2"
2$+(,%)2" 032" .-'2" -G" %" ,H2/(%'(12*" ($G-.<%0(-$" <%$%)2.9" ^(," 0%,>," K-4'*" &2" 0-"
*2+2'-H" 032" ($G-.<%0(-$" &%,(,?" 0-" >22H" (0" 4H" 0-" *%02" %$*" /-..2/0?" 0-" )4%.%$022"
/-<H.232$,(+2$2,," %$*" /-<H'(%$/2" K(03" '2)%'" .2[4(.2<2$0,9" ;3('2" %" '(<(02*"
%<-4$0" -G" ($G-.<%0(-$" <%I" &2" 2$02.2*" &I" 032" ($G-.<%0(-$" <%$%)2." 3(<,2'G?" 3(,"
<-.2"(<H-.0%$0"0%,>"(,"032"/.2%0(-$"-G"%$"%HH.-H.(%02",-/(-T02/3$(/%'",I,02<9"^2"3%,"






S32" 4,2" -G" 2L(,0($)" K2&,(02," /%$" /%4,2" 0K-" H.-&'2<,J" !9" K(03" 032" [4%'(0I" -G" 032"
($G-.<%0(-$"%$*"89"K(03"032"$240.%'(0I"-G"032"($G-.<%0(-$9"V-03"/%$"+%.I"G.-<"'2)%''I"
&%,2*"%$*"[4%'(0I"/32/>2*"K2&,(02,"=29)9"K2&,(02,"'(>2"KKK9,2.+(/2T&K9*2?"K2&,(02,"




032" %*<($(,0.%0(-$" ,3-4'*" &2"<%.>2*" *(GG2.2$0'I" %$*" 032" %*+(,-." ,3-4'*"<2$0(-$"
03%0"%**(0(-$%'"($G-.<%0(-$".2,-4./2,"%.2"$%<2*"&40"$-")4%.%$022"/%$"&2")(+2$"G-."
032(." ($G-.<%0(-$9" S32" .2'(%&('(0I" -G" ($G-.<%0(-$" /%$" &2" Z4*)2*" *2H2$*($)" -$" 032"
($G-.<%0(-$".2,-4./29""
"
S32" 2LH2.(2$/2" )%($2*" G.-<" H.2H%.($)" 032" 02,0" H.-0-0IH2" ($*(/%02," 03%0" %" +2.I"
'(<(02*"%<-4$0"-G"K-.>"-$"($G-.<%0(-$"H.-+(,(-$"/%$"%'.2%*I")2$2.%02"/-$,(*2.%&'2"
+%'42" G-." 032" /(0(12$," /-$,4'02*9" ^-K2+2.?" *(,/4,,(-$," K(03" #TQ-+2.$<2$0"
,H2/(%'(,0," =29)9" G.-<" 032" ]%02$12$0.%'2" V%*2$T;f.002<&2.)F" %',-" ($*(/%02" 03%0"
032.2"%.2"%'<-,0"$-"'(<(0,"0-"032"K-.>"03%0"/%$"&2"*-$2"($"03(,"%.2%9"S32"($02).%02*"
($G-.<%0(-$" &%,2" /-4'*" &2" %" G(.,0" ,02H" 0-K%.*," %" H4&'(/" UH4&'(/" /-$02$0"
<%$%)2<2$0U" =,(<('%." 0-" U2$02.H.(,2" /-$02$0" <%$%)2<2$0U" @SM:BCF9" S3(," ,I,02<"
!W"
/-4'*" H.-+(*2" %**(0(-$%'" +%'42" 29)9" G-." 032" %*<($(,0.%0(-$P," K2&,(02?" G-." ($02.$%'"
*2'(&2.%0(-$,"%$*"H-'(0(/%'"*2/(,(-$"<%>($)"%,"K2''"%,"G-."%**(0(-$%'",2.+(/2,9""
"
A#0#=4</.9! 2%#! <7+=/)! &'0/14$1Q! I7&=/5/)&2/4.1J" S32" %$%'I,(," -G" 032" H.-+(,(-$" -G" 032"
/4..2$0" ,2.+(/2" 3%," /'2%.'I" ,3-K$" 03%0" 032" H4&'(/" %*+(,-.," '%/>" 032" $2/2,,%.I"
[4%'(G(/%0(-$," 0-" H.-+(*2" /-<H.232$,(+2" %*+(/2" @AA!:%C9" S32(." *2G(/(2$/2," %.2" $-0"
-$'I"($"032"%.2%"-G"%HH.-H.(%02"*-<%($">$-K'2*)2"&40"%',-"($"032"%*+(,-.I"H.-/2,,9"
V-03" *2G(/(2$/2," .2[4(.2" 0.%($($)J" S-" %<2$*" 032" *2G(/(2$/2," ($" 032" *-<%($"
>$-K'2*)2?"%"/-<&($%0(-$"-G"-+2.+(2K">$-K'2*)2"%$*"($G-.<%0(-$",2%./3",0.%02)(2,"
@A/!:C"3%,"0-"&2"H.-+(*2*9"7'03-4)3"03(,".2[42,0"G-."K(*2.">$-K'2*)2"K%,"%'.2%*I"
.%(,2*" *4.($)" 032" *2&%02" -$" /(0(12$,6" %*+(/2" &4.2%4," @g_::C?" ($" H.%/0(/2?" /(0(12$,P"
,2.+(/2" %)2$0," 3%+2" &22$" %&'2" 0-" /-H2" K(03-40" 03(," K(*2." >$-K'2*)29" R$02.+(2K,"
K(03" 3()32." H4&'(/" -GG(/2.," %$*" H-'(0(/(%$," ($*(/%02" 03%0" 0K-" -.)%$(1%0(-$%'" /%4,2,"
3%+2" '2%*" 0-" /(0(12$,P" %*+(,-.," &2($)" K(03-40" %" K(*2." >$-K'2*)2J" o%$I"
%*<($(,0.%0(-$," 3%+2" <2.)2*" /(0(12$,P" %*+(/2" &4.2%4," K(03" 032" .2)(,0.I" -GG(/2" %,"
.2)(,0.%0(-$" 0%,>," %.2" 032" <-,0" G.2[42$0" ($" %" /(0(12$,P" %*+(/2" &4.2%49" c032."
%*<($(,0.%0(-$,"3%+2" 0.%$,G2..2*" %)2$0," 032.2"K3-"K2.2" ($/%H%&'2"-G" *-($)"&%/>T
2$*" 0%,>,9" S32I" ($02.H.20" 032" /(0(12$,P" %*+(/2" &4.2%4" %," %" *(.2/0-.I" ,2.+(/2" G-."
.2G2..($)" /(0(12$," 0-" ,H2/(%'(12*" %*+(,-.,9" 7," -$2" ,2$(-." H4&'(/" -GG(/2." ($*(/%02*?"
032,2"<-.2",H2/(%'(12*"%*+(,-.,"3%+2"*2+2'-H2*"032(."-K$",0.%02)I"0-"/-H2"(G"K(*2."
>$-K'2*)2" (," $22*2*J" RG" %" /(0(12$" %..(+2,?" $22*($)" /-<H'2L" ($G-.<%0(-$?" 032I"K%(0"
4$0('"032"/(0(12$"0-4/32,"4H-$"%",4&T0-H(/"032I"%.2"G%<('(%."K(039"S32I"032$"$%('"032"
/(0(12$" -$" 03(," ,4&T0-H(/" 4$0('" 032" %''-002*" %*+(,-.I" 0(<2" (," -+2.9" S32" /(0(12$" 032$"





S3(," %HH.-%/3" .2[4(.2," 032" %*+(,-." 0-" 3%+2" <-*2.%0(-$" ,>(''," @A2EXC9" ;2" K2.2"
,4.H.(,2*?" 3-K" '(00'2" 0.%($($)" 032" 02,0" %*+(,-.," $22*2*"K(03" -4." ,I,02<9"7G02." -$2""
3-4.P,"0.%($($)"032I"K2.2"%''"%&'2"0-"%*+(,2"%"02,0"/(0(12$"4,($)"%",2$,(&'2"H.-/2,,"%$*"
032"<%Z-.(0I" G2'0" 03%0" 032I" /-4'*" *-" ,-" ($" 032" G404.2" -$" 032(." -K$9" S34," 032" 0--'"
2$0(/2,"032<"($0-"4,($)"%",2$,(&'2"H.-/2,,9""
6.2 Second stage: Rearranging front office and back office 
;32$" %$" %*<($(,0.%0(-$"<-+2," G.-<"H.-+(*($)" -$2" /-<H402." ,4HH-.02*" %*+(,-.I"










-$"%" ,-'40(-$?" 0.())2." 032"$2/2,,%.I" 0.%$,%/0(-$,"%$*"%,,4.2" 03%0" 032"H.-/2,,"*-2,"







&4,($2,," H.-/2,,2," 3%+2" 0-" &2" .2($02.H.202*" %," H.-+(*($)" ($02.$%'" %$*" 2L02.$%'"
,2.+(/2,9" O-." 2L%<H'2?" 032" G4$/0(-$%'" ,H2/(%'(,0," &2/-<2" ,2.+(/2" H.-+(*2.," G-." 032"
%*+(,-.,9"S32"Z-&,"-G"032"G4$/0(-$%'",H2/(%'(,0,"<%I"/3%$)2"%,"<4/3"%,"032"Z-&"-G"032"
%*+(,-.," %," ($"<%$I" /%,2," 032I" '--,2" 032(." /-$0.-'" -+2." 032" *(.2/0" /-$0%/0" 0-" 032"
/(0(12$9"""
"
S32" $2K" K-.>($)" %..%$)2<2$0," %',-" .2[4(.2" %**(0(-$%'" ($+2,0<2$0" ($0-" 032"
($G-.<%0(-$" <%$%)2<2$09" S32" %*+(,-." 3%," 0-" &2" 2$%&'2*" 0-" 0.%/>" K-.>" H.-).2,,"
-+2."'%.)2.",2/0(-$,"-G"032"%*<($(,0.%0(-$"%$*"0-"<%$%)2"%"'%.)2."H-.0G-'(-"-G"/%,2,"
-+2." %$" 2L02$*2*" H2.(-*" -G" 0(<29" DH" 0-" $-K" 03(," /.-,," -.)%$(1%0(-$%'" 0.%/>($)" -G"
%/0(+(0(2," 3%," &22$" 032" ,-'2" .2,H-$,(&('(0I" -G" 032" /(0(12$9" S3(," ($/.2%,($)"
0.%$,H%.2$/I"<%I"'2%*"0-"H-K2.",3(G0,"K(03($"%$"-.)%$(1%0(-$9""
"""
6.3 Third stage: Shared services centre 
c$/2" %" '%.)2." $4<&2." -G" /(0(2," 3%+2" %*-H02*"5(0(12$,"7*+(/2" 89:?" 032I" /%$"&2$2G(0"
G.-<" %" $2K"*(+(,(-$" -G" '%&-4.9";3('2" 2%/3" /(0I" /%$" >22H" 032" /-$0%/0" 0-" 032(." -K$"
/(0(12$," %0" 032" G.-$0T-GG(/2?" ,-<2" &%/>T-GG(/2" 0%,>," <%I" &2" 0.%$,G2..2*" 0-" ,3%.2*"
,2.+(/2" /2$0.2," @A/:E%C9" S32,2" ,3%.2*" ,2.+(/2" /2$0.2," ,H2/(%'(12" ($" *(GG(/4'0"
G4$/0(-$%'" 0%,>," %$*" H.-+(*2" 032<" G-." %" $4<&2." -G" H4&'(/" %*<($(,0.%0(-$,9" O-."
2L%<H'2?"032,2"/%$"&2"$2()3&-4.($)"/(0(2,"-."%",0%02"/%$"H.-+(*2"-$2",3%.2*",2.+(/2"
/2$0.2" G-." (0," '-/%'"/-<<4$(0(2,9"j-02" 03%0" ($"/-$0.%,0" 0-" 032"/4..2$0",(04%0(-$?" 032"
($02.G%/2" 0-" 032" /(0(12$" (," '2G0" 0-" 032" '-/%'" %*<($(,0.%0(-$9" S32" .2T%..%$)2<2$0" -G"
&%/>T-GG(/2" %$*" G.-$0T-GG(/2" 0%,>," H.-+(*2," 032" <-*4'%." %./3(02/04.2?" 032" *2G($2*"
,2.+(/2" ($02.G%/2,"%$*" 032" RST0--',"$2/2,,%.I" G-." 032"2,0%&'(,3<2$0"-G" ,4/3" ,3%.2*"
,2.+(/2" /2$0.2,9"^-K2+2.?" 032" ,2.+(/2"<%$%)2<2$0" G-." 032<"3%," 0-"&2"<4/3"<-.2"
H.-G2,,(-$%'"03%$"K(03($"032"/-<<4$(0(2,9"O(.,0?"%",3%.2*",2.+(/2"/2$0.2".2[4(.2,"%"
,0%$*%.*(1%0(-$" -G" ,2.+(/2,J" S32" /-<<4$(0(2," $-0" -$'I" 3%+2" 0-" /40" 032(." ,2.+(/2"
<-*4'2,"=($"H%.0(/4'%.J"032"*(+(,(-$"-G"'%&-4."&20K22$"G.-$0T"%$*"&%/>T-GG(/2"%$*"032"
*2G($(0(-$"-G" '(G2",(04%0(-$," 03%0" 032I")(+2"%*+(/2"-$F" ($" 032",%<2"K%I?"&40"%',-" 032"
,2.+(/2" '2+2'," $22*" 0-" &2" %).22*" %$*" .2H-.02*" -$9" R$"<%$I" ,2$,2,?" ,3%.2*" ,2.+(/2"
/2$0.2,"%.2"$-0"-$'I" 0.())2.2*"&I" 032" ,%<2"2/-$-<(/?"-.)%$(1%0(-$%'" %$*" ,0.%02)(/"
<-0(+2,"%,"-40,-4./($)" @kk:BC?"&40" 032I"%',-" .2[4(.2" 032" ,%<2"<%$%)2<2$0"2GG-.0,"
@kk:WC"%$*"K(''" '2%*" 0-" ,(<('%." .2,(,0%$/29" R<H.-+2*"/(0(12$,P" %*+(,-.I" ,2.+(/2,"K(''"




032$"K2" /%$" ,22" %"<%.>20" G-." ,3%.2*" ,2.+(/2" /2$0.2," G-." $2K" ,2.+(/2,9" S32,2"K(''"




R0" (," %$" -H2$" [42,0(-$" %," 0-" K3%0" 2L02$0" 032" /4,0-<2." ($02.G%/2" <%I" %',-" &2" .2T
%..%$)2*" %)%($" %G02." %" ,()$(G(/%$0" *(GG4,(-$" -G" 5(0(12$,P" 7*+(/2" 89:9" ;(03" %$"





'%.)2." *(,0%$/2,9" `2%,-$," G-." 03(," /%$" &2" G-4$*" ($" 032" $%04.2" -G" -4." %HH.-%/3" 0-"
%*+(/2J"5(0(12$,"7*+(/2"89:",3-4'*"$-0"<-+2"%''">$-K'2*)2"($0-"%"/-<H402.",I,02<"
&40" .%032." /-<&($2" 032" ,0.2$)03," -G" 34<%$" %$*" /-<H402." &%,2*" H.-/2,,($)" -G"
($G-.<%0(-$9" S34," 032" '-/%'" *%IT0-T*%I" >$-K'2*)2" -G" 032" %*+(,-." %$*" 3(,N32."
4$*2.,0%$*($)" -G" 032" /4..2$0" '-/%'" ,(04%0(-$" K(''" &2" $2/2,,%.I" 0-" H.-+(*2" 0.4'I"




AI,02<," '(>2" a5(0(12$,P" 7*+(/2" 89:b" K(03" 3()3" 4,%&('(0I" ,0%$*%.*," ,4/3" %," 03-,2"
*2+2'-H2*" %$*" 2+%'4%02*" ($" -4." H.-Z2/09" O(.,0?" 032" ,200($)T4H" -G" .2%'" -$2T,02H"
%*+(,-.I" ,2.+(/2," &%,2*" -$" 032" ($02).%0(-$" -G" ($G-.<%0(-$" G.-<" *(GG2.2$0" H4&'(/"
,-4./2,"K(03"-032."($G-.<%0(-$"G.-<"032"R$02.$20"(,"H-,,(&'2"%$*"2$%&'2,"($G-.<2*"








($" H4&'(/" %*<($(,0.%0(-$" %$*" 032.2G-.2" 032" H2.,-$%'" 0(<2" ($+2,02*" %," K2''" &I" 032"
H4&'(/" %*<($(,0.%0(-$9" V2($)" %&'2" 0-" H.2,2.+2" /(0(12$,P" ($G-.<%0(-$" 2L02$*," 032"
%**(0(-$%'" &2$2G(0," )%($2*" (G" <-.2" 03%$" -$2" H4&'(/" ,2.+%$0" (," $2/2,,%.I?" -." (G" 032"
/(0(12$,P"%*+(,-.I"H.-/2,,",H%$,",2+2.%'",2,,(-$,9""
"
7"3()32." '2+2'"-G" ,%0(,G%/0(-$" G-."%*+(,-.,"%,"K2''" %," G-." /(0(12$," (," .2%/32*"&I" 03(,"
>($*" -G" RSTAI,02<" &2/%4,2" (0" <%>2," ($02.%/0(-$" <-.2" 2$Z-I%&'29" S3(," 2$/-4.%)2,"
%*+(,-.,"0-"4,2"032"RST,I,02<,"%$*".2*4/2,"032(."G2%."-G"G%('4.2"%$*"'-,($)"G%/2"K32$"





S32" (<H'2<2$0%0(-$"-G" 032,2"%*+(,-.I",2.+(/2,".2[4(.2,"-.)%$(1%0(-$%'" ($+2,0<2$0"
($"032"($G-.<%0(-$"<%$%)2<2$0"%$*"($"032"[4%'(G(/%0(-$,"-G"032"%*+(,-.,9"g-->($)"%0"
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